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Welcome back everyone! 
 

We hope the year 2021 will be a little better than 2020! We look
forward to a year full of fun, surprises and making great memories.

 

It's hard to believe it's week 6 already! We've had a great start to
the year, with many new students joining our school - we hope

you are settling in well!
 

This is our first issue for 2021. In this issue you will find some
interesting stories and interviews from people in our school

community.
 

We hope you enjoy our feature story, an interview with teacher
Karen Vianello on the importance of our school's Reconciliation

Action Plan.
 



I am in Year 7.
My favourite
food is pulled

pork tacos and
my favourite

subject is
English. My

hobbies
include

watching and
playing sports,

reading,
writing and

playing on my
Nintendo
Switch. 

 

meet the team...2021

Our new publishing team 

Liam Young, Yavany Arumuga Raja, Chloe McEwan and Chloe Wood

Liam! 

 I’m 13 years

old and I’m

in year 8. I

love

playing

sports such

as netball

and soccer.

I also like

reading,

watching

movies and

listening to

music.

 

Yavany! 

"Have you got a story you would like us

to feature in the student bulletin?"
 

We would love to hear from you!
 

Please email Teresa at:

teresa@southernmontessori.sa.edu.au

 

Chloe Mc!  

I am in year 8

and I really

enjoy surfing

and playing

soccer. I also

really want to

work at Apple

when I am

older. My

favourite food

to eat for

dinner is an

Antipasto

Plate.

I am in year 9 and
i enjoy writing,
watching anime
and listening to

music. My
favourite songs

are
Fuyunohanashi by

Given and the
WORLD by

Nightmare. My
favourite

food/drink is
bubble tea and my
favourite flavour

is Momentea's
taro/thai mix

Chloe!



Have you always been a teacher?
No, my first job was at a very B Grade ‘all-you-can-eat’ restaurant in Brisbane. I have
also spent lots of time working at festivals on the ‘site crew’. The ‘site crew’ is
responsible for building the festival and maintaining it throughout the season. Some
festivals I have worked at include Splendour in the Grass, Laneway, The Garden of
Unearthly Delights, The Greenwich Comedy Festival and Dark Mofo. 

What is your favourite subject to teach? Why?
Humanities is my favourite subject because I am interested in the world around me.
Like all teachers – I think my subject is the most important! 

What’s the most challenging thing about being a teacher? 
Trying to stay on top of everything and I often have a long ‘to do’ list!

When you’re not teaching, what hobbies/interests do you have?
When I’m not teaching, I like to spend time gardening, playing soccer, listening to
records, going to see live music, exploring nature in my camper van or organising
events. 

Do you like to cook? If so, what’s your favourite ‘go to’ recipe?
I do like to cook (but don’t love cleaning up afterwards). My ‘go to’ recipe is Vegan
Nachos because I quite like spicy food! 

What’s your favourite movie? Why?
Mad Max: Fury Road because of the strong female lead, the soundtrack, the intense
action and the social commentary.

What kind of music do you like to listen to? 
I quite like Australian music and I’m really into an artist called Angie McMahon at the
moment. However, most of my record collection is a mix of House / Funk / Groove!

Can you tell us a little bit about your family?
I grew up in a little town called Yeppoon (in Queensland) with my parents and 3
siblings. I am the youngest with two older sisters and an older brother. My brother is
really into surfing and owns a café, one sister is a nurse in Melbourne and the other is
working in recruitment in London. 

What's the best thing about teaching at Southern Montessori School?
My favourite part about Southern Montessori School is playing soccer with the
students at lunch (even though I live in constant fear that Vlad might slide tackle me
one day!)

MEET THE TEACHER... SIOBHAN CURRAN



Jai:

What's the best thing

about middle school so

far?

Having my own

designated locker for all

my things.

What do you miss most

about primary school? 

Having a big play area

and oval close by rather

than having to go to the

park.

What’s different about

middle school from

primary school? 

In middle school most of

your work is

assignments, so you

have to keep track of

your work due dates,

whereas in the primary

school you just have

day-to-day tasks.

year 7 interviews
BY LIAM YOUNG

Charli:

What’s the best thing

about middle school so

far? 

The best thing about

middle school so far is

having laptops and more

responsibility.

What do you miss most

about primary school? 

The Chickens. 

What’s different about

middle school from

primary school? 

The teachers and having

lessons.

Bradley:

What’s the best thing

about middle school so

far? 

The different type of

work.

What do you miss most

about primary school? 

I don’t know.

What’s different about

middle school from

primary school? 

The work style.

Seven:

What’s the best thing about middle school so far? 

Having Laptops.

What do you miss most about primary school? 

The Chickens. 

What’s different about middle school from primary

school? 

The Campus, 3 of the teachers, and the way we

learn.

Bejay:

What’s the best thing

about middle school so

far? 

The community. It's very

friendly.

What do you miss most

about primary school? 

Michelle teaching me.

What’s different about

middle school from

primary school?

The work. It's more

challenging.

Alyssa:

What’s the best thing

about middle school so

far? 

Having a different style of

working. 

What do you miss most

about primary school? 

My friends in year levels

below me. 

What’s different about

middle school from

primary school? 

We have new ways of

learning things.



Jade:

What's the best thing about middle

school so far?

I'm able to see my old friends again and

the new and exciting subjects to learn.

What do you miss most about primary

school?

I extremely miss my classmates from

last year and all the teachers.

What's different about middle school

from primary school?

Probably the size of the schools and that

there's many tall Year 9's.

Maia:

What's the best thing about

middle school so far?

The independence and all of the

things we are learning. You are

never bored and the teachers are

really kind.

What do you miss most about

primary school?

All my friends in the year group

below me and all the teachers that

have taught me in previous years. 

What's different about middle

school from primary school?

The work is different and the

teachers rely on you more. 

Anjali:

What's the best thing about middle

school so far?

The best thing about middle school is

the teachers, although I have also found

the working style enjoyable, and going

down to the park at lunchtime.

What do you miss most about primary

school?

My friends that sadly were in Year 5 and

are not coming up to the middle school

next year.

What's different about the middle

school from primary school?

The subjects are a lot different to what

its like at the primary school. We

have Humanities, English, C.E. and many

more subjects, but we still do the old

subjects like Math and Spelling but we

learn new things in them.

Brodie:

What’s the best thing about middle

school so far?

Every day we go to the park nearby. 

What do you miss most about

primary school? 

Probably most of my friends that are

in Year 5 at the primary school that

won't be coming here.

What’s different about middle

school from primary school? 

Instead of being guided directly and

having simple quick tasks to do its

larger tasks that extend over a

longer time.

year 7 interviews
BY LIAM YOUNG



 
 

Our school is

collecting plastic

bread tags and

sending them for

recycling in Robe to

raise funds to supply

wheelchairs for

disadvantaged

people in South

Africa. 

 

There will be jars in

each classroom, so

feel free to bring the

bread tags that you

have at home.

 

By Charli Allen-Wells 

Bread tags
for

wheelchairs

Bread tags being sorted into colours

The bread tags are transformed

into these beautiful bowls!



What Is A Reconciliation Action Plan?
An interview with Karen Vianello by Yavany Arumuga Raja & Chloe McEwan

What is a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP), can you please explain what it

means?

A Reconciliation Action Plan is often called a RAP and it is a kind of document

that states that our school is committed to reconciliation.  Reconciliation is

about building respect, trust and positive relationships between First Nations

people and non-Indigenous people. A RAP contains certain actions that

contribute to this. It might be something as simple as flying the Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Island flags, and building relationships between the school and

First Nations people. 

How long did it take to get an RAP for our school? What did you have to do to get

one?

It can take as little as just a few months to get organised, but it depends on the

circumstances. Because of Covid 19 last year it took us a little while to get ours

put together.

First you need to get together a working party of people that are happy to come

together, make decisions and discuss ideas about how to develop the RAP and

to decide what actions are needed. Our RAP has taken nearly a couple of years

to get to this stage, as Covid 19 had a big impact on our working group being

able to get together to discuss ideas and come to decisions.

We developed and registered the RAP through the Narragunnawali

Organisisation, a program of Reconciliation Australia. Narragunnawali

(pronounced narra-gunna-wally) is a word from the language of the Ngunnawal

people, meaning alive, wellbeing, coming together and peace.

Why does our school have an RAP?

Because a RAP demonstrates our schools commitment to having an inclusive

centre and to celebrating the rich, diverse and resilient cultures of our country.

RAPs help to build a community of shared values, goals and a common

language when it comes to reconciliation.

How will having an RAP impact our learning?

By acknowledging our past, and through education, we are laying the

groundwork for a future that embraces all Australians; a future based on mutual

respect and shared responsibility.

Continued next page...



Do you think all schools should have an RAP? Why?

Personally, I think it would be great if all schools had a RAP because building

reconciliation in your school shows your respect for First Nations peoples and

cultures. The more schools and organisations that have a RAP will hopefully

result in reconciliation filtering through to the wider community and other

generations. Children will hopefully bring the message of reconciliation into

their homes and families, creating change for the better.

What is the most important thing about having a RAP?

Racism has terrible and lifelong consequences for the people who experience it,

and for wider society. Understanding racism is an essential first step in

overcoming it. Doing our bit to counter racism by building awareness of racism,

its impacts, and how to respond effectively to it is a powerful tool for advancing

reconciliation. 

We also know that RAPs help to improve attitudes and perceptions toward

reconciliation. In 2017, workplaces with a RAP reported: Higher trust, lower

prejudice, more pride in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures

demonstrating that RAP organisations are turning good intentions into positive

actions. This collective action is creating the right environment for First Nations

peoples to access a just, equitable and reconciled Australia.

What Is A Reconciliation Action Plan?

Continued...

Chloe, Yavany & Karen with

the 'Acknowledgement of

Country' statement plaque

outside the primary school

Heather and Karen with Robert

Taylor. Robert performed a

traditional 'Smoking Ceremony'

to officially lauch our school's

Reconciliation Action Plan



The Southern Montessori

Middle school surf team

were up at sunrise to

attend round one of the SA

SCHOOL SURFING held at

Middleton Point last week.

Onshore winds with bumpy

3ft sets coming thru

provided our team with

some challenging

Conditions.

An amazing day with

Amazing results with both

teams coming away with

placings in the finals.

Surfing news!

 

Girls Under 16’s 

First place

Maia Taite

Chloe McEwan

 

Girls Open Division

Third Place

Maia Taite 

Anamika Jakhwal

Results:



Pop music 

Pop is the most popular music genre of

modern day, they have a good rhythm, catchy

melody and nearly every song has lyrics that

you can easily sing along to. Some pop artists

for you to check out are:

- Lady Gaga

- Taylor Swift

- Katy Perry

- Ariana Grande

- Beyoncé

- Justin Bieber

- Billie Eilish

- Selena Gomez

- Shawn Mendes

 

There are a few subcategories within pop that

are music from other countries such as:

K-Pop (Korean Pop):
- BTS

- Blackpink

- COT7

- EXO

- Big Bang

- Stray Kids

 

J-Pop (Japanese Pop):
- Hiraku Utada

- AKB48

- Ayumi Hamasaki

- Hamie Amuro

- Arashi

- Kyary Pamyu Pamyu

- Kumi Koda

- Morning Mosume

Listen-List

Music plays an important role in all of our lives. Although, it isn’t necessary for
our survival, it’s extremely rewarding and can help each of us to express how
we are feeling. 

Listening to an upbeat song can make you feel better, relieve stress and
improve memory and cognition. 

There are many diverse genres, here are some recommended artists and songs
from three different genres!

Rock Music
Rock music is music that is based around

rock instruments such as the electric...

guitar, bass, organ and piano. Some artists

from  this genre you should check out are:

- The Beatles

- The Rolling Stones

- AC/DC

- Pink Floyd

- Guns N’ Roses                                                                                

- Queen

My personal favourite type of rock is a

subgenre:

Alternative Rock:
- Nirvana

- Red Hot Chili Peppers

- Pearl Jam

- Green Day

- Panic! At the Disco

Rap music 

Rap is the musical genre that focuses on

voice, with ‘rappers’ delivering fast lines

that

incorporate rhyme and rhythm. It’s mind-

blowing seeing how fast some of them

are! Some I highly recommend listening to

are:

- NF – and all his songs are clean!

- Eminem

- Mac Miller

- Chance the rapper

- Nicki Minaj

- Drake

- Kanye West

- Kendrick Lamar

By Chloe Wood



What We're listening to...With Chloe Wood

I asked some people what their favourite genre and songs

were, here are their answers!

Rock - 4

Metal - 1

R&B - 1

Grunge - 2

Pop - 8

K-pop - 2

Rap - 3

Classical - 

Funk / Disco - 1

Indie – 3

Theatre – 1

Anime openings – 2

Country - 1

 

Babushka – Kate Bush

Just one day – BTS

By the way – RHCP

Sugar Crash

Line without a hook – Ricky

Montgomery

Stargazing – the neighbourhood

Booster seat – Spacey Jane

Dear Lover – Little Mix

Jenny

Cover me in sunshine

This side of paradise

The WORLD

GENRES SONGS



Method
Finely slice the capsicum and

avacado.

Cook the rice according to the packet

instructions. Let it cool.

Cut each cucumber in half and use

an apple corer to hollow out the

centres. You may need to dry out the

cavity, so that the rice will stick

better. To do this, wrap a chopstick

with a paper towel and use it to dab

the cavity dry.

Stuff about two teaspoons of

cooked rice into the cavity, then

use a knife to press the rice to the

side, to make way for the other

veggies.

Slide in a few slices of capsicum and

avacado until the cavity is fully

stuffed.

Cut into sushi slices and serve with

soy sauce.

Ingredients
2 Lebanese cucumber

1/2 red capsicum

1/2 avocado

1/2 cup sushi rice (cooked)

1 tbs soy sauce (*to serve)

Easy vegan recipes...for kids
Cucumber Sushi

Ingredients
1 ripe banana

1 ripe avocado

4 tbs maple syrup

2 tbs coconut cream

2 tbs cocoa powder

1 tsp vanilla essence

fresh raspberries, to serve

dark chocolate shavings, to serve

Method
Place all ingredients except

raspberries into a food

processor and blitz until

smooth.

Divide the mixture in two

and serve topped with

fresh raspberries and

chocolate shavings.

Chocolate Avocado 

Mousse


